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something’s aglow!
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Use glow-in-the-dark paint to craft an array of Halloween  
décor, everything from ghostly treats to spooky  

pumpkins to boo-tiful place settings. 

Spooky Nights…
filled with del ight ful fr ights!
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« haunted house
This Halloween, it’s on the house! The paper-maché piece got pops of 
showy, glowy paint on the outside and the inside. For spine-tingling 
details, like the roofline and the spooky tree, go for dimensional 
paint. It comes equipped with an applicator that’s suited to writing 
and drawing.

   mysterious mask
What’s behind this mysterious disguise? The secret to the glow is a 
bevy of shiny gemstones, adhered to the surface of the mask. We 
used dimensional glow-in-the-dark paint as the glue. 

« creepy candles
Ambiance on a very scary scale. That’s what you get when you 
add glow-in-the-dark paint to a creepy candelabra.  We used 
dimensional paint for the fine lines and the drippy details on this 
piece. We let things dry according to the manufacturer’s instructions, 
and then…we turned out the lights! Boo!

«



OUR GLOW-IN-THE-DARK PAINTS 

SHOULD NEVER COME INTO DIRECT 

CONTACT WITH FOOD OR DRINK.
day turns into fright...

It's an elegant party when the sun is in the sky. But turn out the lights…and this shindig will 
 merit some serious shivers! Change an ordinary tablescape into hair-raising Halloween décor. 

It's easy with help from our fabulous glow-in-the-dark paints.

teeth-chattering 
charger »
Dimensional paint, sold in a fine-tipped 
bottle that’s perfect for writing, gave 
a ghostly glow to these simple glass 
plates. We practiced on scrap paper 
before applying the spooky script to 
the underside of the charger. Then, we 
allowed our work to dry overnight.

  
ghoulish goblets
Plastic goblets go glowingly green with 
just a simple paint job! Apply thorough 
coats of glow-in-the-dark paint. The 
number of coats will determine the 
intensity of the glow. Just be sure to stick 
to the stems, since the paint shouldn’t 
touch what your guests are drinking.  

«

frightening favors
Let’s call this our “Boo Basket!” It’s a wooden tray that’s  
loaded with popcorn, pumpkins and a pair of funny mummy 
napkins. Both pumpkins and napkins got face value from  
black acrylic paint. We painted on the features, allowed them  
to dry and followed up with a few coats of glow paint. 

«

OUR GLOW-IN-THE-DARK PAINTS 

SHOULD NEVER COME INTO DIRECT 

CONTACT WITH FOOD OR DRINK.


